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Librarian

Born: 13 November 1893 Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Died: 3 May 1979.

Mary Ellinor L. Archer was CSIRO's first woman scientist, and chief librarian from 1923-
1954. She is commemorated by the Library Association of Australia's Ellinor Archer
award, first bestowed in 1984.

Career Highlights

Chronology

1916 Bachelor of Science (BSc) completed at the University of Melbourne

1918 Master of Science (MSc) completed at the University of Melbourne

1918 - 1923 Secretary and Investigator to the Special Committee on Seed
Improvement of the Advisory Council of Science and Industry
(Commonwealth Institute of Science and Industry from 1920)

1923 - 1929? In charge of the Commonwealth Institute of Science and Industry's
library (Council for Scientific and Industrial Research from 1926)

1929 - 1946 Librarian and Scientific Assistant at the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research

1945 - 1946 President of the Australian Institute of Librarians Victorian Branch

1946 - 1954 Chief Librarian at the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation from
1949)

1948 - 1949 Federal President Australian Institute of Librarians

1956 Member of the Order of the British Empire (MBE)

Online Sources Published Sources

•  'Archer, Mary Ellinor Lucy (1893 - 1979), Biographical Entry', in Australian
Women's Archives Project, National Foundation for Australian Women, 2002,
http://www.womenaustralia.info/bioqs/IMP0095b.htm.
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Ellinor Archer Pioneer Award

The Ellinor Archer Pioneer Award recognises pioneering work in new areas
of library and information science. This may involve a one-off product, a
new service or program or development of an existing service, but must
incorporate a future-oriented approach.

Nominees may be individual or institutional members of the Association.
The nomination may identify a specific group or unit within an institution.

Ellinor Archer, MBE, was a pioneer, a foundation member of the Australian
Institute of Librarians (precursor to our Association) and its first woman
president. A lecturer in botany at Trinity College, University of Melbourne,
she was appointed in 1923 Chief Librarian of the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research which became the Commonwealth Scientific and

Industrial Research Organisation. In her 31 years of work for the
organisation, she developed an extensive library network delivering
modern specialist library services and organised the first co-operative
union catalogue of Australian library holdings, based on the scientific and
technical periodicals in collections throughout Australia.

Nom [nati pn_forrn.

For more information about

ALIA awards, use our

information request for.m. or

contact ALIA National Office:

ph 02 6215 8222

[freecall 1800 020 071]
fx 02 6282 2249

awards(S)alia.oiQ.au.nospam

(please remove '.nospam'
from address)

The award was changed in 2002 to the pioneering focus. The previous

Ellinor Archer Award was presented to Ena Noel (1984) and Allan Fleming
(1989).

Nominations close on 1 August.

This award is peer-nominated. Confidentiality in nomination is essential

and nominees should not be aware that they are being nominated for an

award. Premature disclosure of details may prejudice consideration of the
nomination.

Nominations are considered by the national awards panel which makes

recommendation to the Board of Directors. More than one award may be

made each year if there are multiple nominations which are considered

worthy of the award. Details are published only when a nomination is

successful.
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Rivers of knowledge

9th Specials, Health and Law Libraries Conference

Special librarians: past, present and future?
Lesle Symes Memorial Lecture 2001

Philip G Kent

CSIRO Information Technology Services, Clayton, Victoria

Abstract

Special librarians have always been just that. The paper comments on the unique contribution of special
librarians to Australian business, industry and the library profession. More recently, competing pressures
and corporate library closures have challenged this role. Technology has also created new challenges and
opportunities. Is there a role for the special librarian into the future? What would it entail? Should and
can special librarians reinvent themselves? In the spirit of the Lesle Symes Memorial Lecture, the paper
will attempt to provoke thought and action.

Introduction

It is indeed an honour for me to present the Lesle Symes Memorial Lecture. Although I did not know

Lesle Symes MBE, I am old enough to know and respect many librarians who held her in high esteem.

Sixteen years have passed since the inaugural lecture here in Melbourne at the then Library Association

of Australia's Special Libraries Conference. For those who are not aware of the history, the lecture was

first suggested by Eve Ahearn, who edited Australian Special Library News for thirteen years. If you read

the first issue of Australian Special Libraries News dated July 1967 you will see Lesle's encouraging

foreword. Incidentally the subscription rate was 80 cents per annum plus 20 cents postage. If you were

attending the Special Libraries Section Dinner that year you would have been treated to a buffet

including 'Dressed crab, decorated lobster and medallions with green goddess sauce' for $5 including

drinks!

The lecture has always been associated with the conference reaffirming the link with Lesle. She was
'largely Instrumental in organising the first such Conference which was held in October 1974'.£1J,

It is also a pleasure that Elizabeth Swan who delivered the first Lesle Symes lecture is present today.
Elizabeth was introduced on that day by Joyce Korn, who was president of Specials at the time. I was
only in Melbourne a few weeks when the legendary Peter Dawe, chief librarian at CSIRO encouraged me
to join the National Specials Committee lead by Joyce. I am delighted that Joyce, is also here today. I
have many happy memories of my involvement with Specials and the opportunity to work with dynamic
special librarians. Those who know me, will be aware of my penchant for the finer things in life. My
involvement on the committee was rewarded by the opportunity to attend suitably catered meetings in
the boardrooms of some of the most powerful companies in the country.

I was also enticed onto the Specials conference committee for the Brisbane conference in 1986 and
worked closely with people like Jill Bright and Henry Thorburn. It is 'old home week' with Jill also

http://conrcrcnces.alia.org.au/shllc2001/papcrs/kent.html 15/02/2006
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attending here today. I organised the trade exhibition that made a handsome profit. It was invested in
equipment to automate Australian Special Library News. ASLN was revamped and there was an
increased coverage of articles in the new ASL under the exacting editorship of John Thawley. Sadly ASL
has now ceased.

There are special links between CSIRO and the lecture. I am proud to follow in the tradition of both Peter
Dawe and John Thawley, who delivered challenging Lesle Symes Memorial Lectures in 1987 and 1993
respectively.

From the earliest times CSIRO librarians have been involved in professional activities. Miss Ellinor Archer,
the first chief librarian of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, CSIRO's predecessor, was on
the Council and Board of Examination of the Victorian Branch of the Australian Institute of Librarians

since 1937. She became the first woman federal president of the Institute in 1948. More recently on the
Specials scene, Joyce Korn, Elizabeth Swan, Eve Ahearn and many other key office bearers have all
worked for CSIRO at some time in their careers.

Coming back to Lesle, we are indebted to Elizabeth Swan and Peter Dawe for some remembrances of
her. Elizabeth succeeded Lesle at ACI Information Services and observed:

She had a profound knowledge of special librarlanship and a deep understanding of the company,
its personnel, plants, products and processes. She was indeed a very special, special librarian.£2}

This integral role of the special librarian within the business is tantamount to a successful information
service.

Lesle embraced automation enthusiastically. She was a founding member of LASIE - the Librarians'
Automated Systems Information Exchange and employed a systems librarian in the early 1970s. Thirty
years later, technology underpins and makes a difference in our information services, even more than in
Lesle's pioneering era.

Peter Dawe entitled his paper 'The special librarian as entrepreneur' as a memorial to Lesle Symes. He
recalled that:

Lesle was one of our first, most imaginative, and most successful entrepreneurs. She was, in every

sense a pioneer, in what is now beginning to be recognized as possibly the most significant

imperative for library and information services in our time.£3}

Peter forecast the rise of the knowledge and information industry and highlighted new opportunities for

the special librarian in stimulating the enterprise and thereby contributing to our economic success. This

paper will further explore these issues through the perspective of the past, present and future.

The past

In this Centenary of Federation year it is worth revisiting some of our library history and the role of

special librarians. The Commonwealth Bureau of Science and Industry, a predecessor of CSIRO
established its library at East Melbourne in 1918. It included thirty-seven 'leading technical journals'.

Writing in the late 1940's, Miss Archer noted:

It is interesting to find that whereas today our libraries take a secondary place to our huge
research laboratories and experiment stations, the library did in fact come into being before there
was any suggestion that we should have our own laboratories. In those days we collected and
collated information that already existed... £4}

Special librarians have often filled multiple roles In their organisations. In 1923 Miss Archer, a botanist,
was working as the secretary of the Seed Improvement Committee at a salary of 275 Pounds per year
when she was asked to take over the work of librarian. In addition to her duties as librarian. Miss Archer
worked as secretary to the Citrus Preservation Committee, compiled the Register of Agricultural

http://conferences.alia.org.au/shllc2001/papers/kent.html 15/02/2006
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Conversely, others argue that evolution will prevail over revolution, that electronic and print will co-exist
and that format will be determined by circumstances. Borgman also suggests that:

Although relationships between institutions will evolve, publishers, libraries, and universities serve
gatekeeping functions that will continue to be essential in the future. ££1

Regardless of what happens, Borgman argues that while technology pushes, demand pulls and that an
equilibrium will result.

Value of the corporate librarian

The issue of value remains pivotal to the future of special libraries. Joanne Marshall conducted a study
on the value of the corporate librarian for the Special Libraries Association in 1993. Better-informed
decision-making was reported by eighty-four per cent of the 299 managers and executives as a result of
library services. The special libraries were particularly effective in supplying new knowledge for decision-
making situations Managers and executives were more confident in their decisions as a result. In over
forty per cent of the cases, participants indicated that the information made them think of a dimension
that they had not thought of before.

Putting a dollar value on decisions facilitated by information is difficult. However the Marshall study

found that:

... in the cases where a financial transaction was invoived, seventy-four per cent estimated the

value of the transaction to be over $1 million.flOl

Matarazzo and Prusak (1995) conducted a survey of senior managers to determine the value of

corporate libraries. They identified three powerful external trends impinging on the role of the corporate
librarian:

• Growth of computing power and networks including the Internet and the World Wide Web.
• Dramatic increase in direct targeting of end users for marketing and sales of online products.
• Massive downsizing and reengineering.

In reporting the librarians' response, Matarazzo and Prusak observed that:

Unfortunately, within the profession, life goes on as usual. In spite of exhortations to change, and
some new ideas for doing so, most librarians continue to operate in much the same way as when
they started their careers. Responding to increased pressure, they fall into a predictable trap:
working harder to do even more of what they have been doing, they fail to do the new and
different things that would provide them with differentiation, nil

They conclude by saying that those librarians who continue to concentrate on acquisition and distribution
of information in paper or online, will likely be absorbed into other functions or relegated to the sideline.

I was pleased to read that not all special librarians have thrown in the towel! The Business Competencies
for Librarians Seminar organised by the Dialog Corporation will constitute a satellite event to this
conference. It features a presentation by Elizabeth Swan entitled 'The challenges and opportunities for
business librarians in the internet age'. According to the advertising, the '5 Ps' for success are:
Positioning, Packaging, Promoting, Persuading and Performing.

The present

I have outlined some of our valuable heritage as Australian specials. What is the current situation and
has the role of specials changed?

Certainly we have all experienced or are aware of others who have suffered funding cuts, downsizing and
library closures. Some of this is not unjustified. I for one am grateful that we have gone beyond some
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Research, and assisted In proof reading scientific journal articles and publications. Some of these tasks
are not dissimilar from the roles of some current CSIRO librarians who have responsibility for
publications, public enquiries and record management.

In the early 1930s Miss Archer presented a lecture on Reference Books and Sources of information to the
Special Libraries Committee of the Australian Institute of Librarians. It is interesting to read her list of
major scientific information resources. I wonder what Miss Archer would make of today's successor to
Chemical Abstracts that she quoted at $US12 per annum plus $2.40 postage?

We learn more of the history of Australian special libraries through an overview entitled 'Special Libraries
and Information Services in Australia' prepared by Miss Archer in the early 1950s. She notes the current
awareness function through early abstracting work prepared by the librarian of 'good average
intelligence but without highly specialist knowledge'.£51 Digests of abstracts were distributed to staff
'scattered over a wide area'. Other issues highlighted included early automation in the form of catalogue
card duplicating machines, cataloguing, classification and loan recording schemes.

Resource sharing has always been a primary focus for the special librarian. When CSIR was created
seventy-five years ago in 1925, a union catalogue was commenced in order to track collections in the
increasing number of new research laboratories. As far back as 1918 the Bureau for Science and
Industry recognised the need for some means of tracing the whereabouts of scientific and technical
periodicals in the libraries of Australia. It was familiarly and affectionately known as Pitt's catalogue after
the editor, Mr E R Pitt of the Melbourne Public Library. Creation of the catalogue was a long task, aborted
successively due to inconsistencies, technical difficulties and currency. However the first edition finally
appeared in 1930. It was used as a source for locations, an acquisitions tool and an early aid to copy
cataloguing. The revised edition was not completed until 1949. That edition included 67 128 titles from
248 libraries compared with 35 282 titles from 132 libraries in the first edition.I61

This trip down memory lane highlights some of the early fundamentals of special librarianship:
fundamental support for the business of the parent organisation, resource sharing and
professionalisation through collaboration and information sharing. Australia continued to develop and
special libraries flourished in government departments, research institutions and corporations.

Automation

A significant breakthrough was the advent of online information services in the late 1970s. Special
librarians were at the forefront of implmentation. My colleague Anne Tuppack reported at the 1982
CSIRO Librarians' Conference that:

Online searching has been a regular part of Divisional library services since 1979 with the Inception
of the MIDAS link... Since May 1979 online searching In the Division has Increased almost beyond
our ability to cope with the demand - from ten searches In 1978 to almost 200 In the 1981/82
financial year.£21

More recently the trend towards electronic journals and full-text information services such as business
information and company reports has taken the online revolution further. We no longer use technology

only to find out about publications but we can now access them directly. It is now possible to provide
24x7 access to electronic materials for our users, regardless of their location. The situation is
summarized aptly by Borgman:

Information technologies are converging, computer networks are extending their reach, digital

libraries are proliferating, and the user community Is growing exponentially. These developments
combine to make vastly more Information resources available to many more people In many more
places.£8J

Borgman also highlights some of the contrasting arguments about the electronic environment. On one
hand some commentators argue that most print publications wiil cease and that electronic will become

the norm. Libraries and other organisations that rely on physical artifacts will cease to exist or change
dramatically.

http://conferences.alia.org.au/shllc2001/papers/kent.htiTil 15/02/2006
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manual tasks like catalogue filing and we can thank automation for freeing us up for more professional
tasks.

I also think it is worth noting the number of librarians who have gone on to other significant careers.
Two immediate examples are Alison Crook, deputy vice chancellor at Monash University and Susan
Kemp, former executive director of the Library Association and now deputy director general of the New
South Wales Department of Land and Water Conservation. I am sure their success is due to their
formative library skills and their broader perspective of the organisation. Of course I must also note the
important library background of my hero Stephanie Alexander, the celebrity chef.

Nevertheless we regularly hear of negative views of librarians. I once heard a senior manager say that
libraries are 'places where women dust books'. Leaving aside the issue of gender, these views are alive
and well, despite their validity.

Yes some librarians have a marketing problem and we have all met those who have created a negative
impression that reflects on us all. Of course none are attending the Lesle Symes Lecture today!

I believe that part of the problem is that some see themselves as librarians first and members of their
organisation second. I have also observed dogmatic views of some librarians. They are always right and
quite righteous about that. At the end of the day we need to identify what battles we can and can't win
and get on and make other achievements. If we add true value in our organisations, appropriate
recognition will follow.

I have been in the workforce for twenty-two years. Throughout that whole time the image of librarians
debate has recurred with frequent regularity. I was interested in this year's discussion about the
promotional imagery on the inCite cover.

In a recent e-maii to the alialNFSPEC e-list, Elizabeth Swan reported on feedback from fifty-two
members of the Information Speciaiists Group:

Special librarians it seems from the responses, would generally prefer a more polished approach
reinforcing the modern roles that ALIA members have at the forefront of managing knowledge in all
sectors of the Australian community...

I liked the suggestion that images of librarians as 'normal' people, that is surfing, tap dancing, or playing
golf should be promulgated widely. The Western Australian librarians did just that with their calendar a
few years ago.

Eight years later it is also worth checking how we stack up against John Thawley's observations in his
Lesle Symes Lecture. John highlighted three dysfunctions in the sector:

• Perceptions of libraries by government, funding bodies and the community;
•  'un-co-ordinated' representation; and

• Distributed National Collection concept.

Sadly perceptions have changed little. Maybe they will never change!

In the area of representation the ACLIS (Australian Council for Library and Information Services) versus
ALIA (Australian Library and Information Association) issue has been resolved. They merged! National
responsibility for STI (Scientific and Technical Information) information is clearly a shared responsibility
between CSIRO, the universities, and the government research agencies. CAUL'S (Council of Australian
University Librarians) purchasing consortium and the current negotiations for a national site licence
under the auspices of the Australian Vice Chancellor's Committee (AVCC) demonstrate collaboration.
What is missing is serious government money to lubricate science information resources across the
whole country.

My personal view is that while the Distributed National Collection fad has passed, many of the
fundamental principles of resource sharing, even though they are acquired for organisational rather than

http://conferences.alia.org.au/shllc2001/papers/kcnt.html 1 ̂ /oo/onnr;
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national interests, endures. Electronic availability means that we now reach beyond the Australian
coastline to participate in a global information environment. Contrary to the cancellation cycle, CSIRO
has access to a growing number of serial titles loaded on a large storage device here in this country.

The future?

The Web and its possibilities are frequently cited as key determinants in the demise of libraries. Just
because end-users have desktop access to the Web, it doesn't necessarily mean that they have a high
level of success in their information behaviour.

Paul Pedley (2001) reports on a study of 285 million user sessions of Alta Vista that revealed:

• Web users type in short queries.

• Most look at the first ten results only.

• They seldom qualify the request.

• Searches are relatively straight forward.

He concludes that:

We librarians certainly do seem to have a continuing role to play within organisations because of
our knowledge of the range of resources that are available on the web; how to undertake more
effective, targeted searches; because of our knowledge of invisible web resources that contain
highly relevant good quality information; and because we are ideally placed to provide inhouse
training for our users covering areas such as search functionality or training on the resources

available within a given subject area. [12)

While it is easy to complain that the Web isn't perfect, comprehensive or quality controlled, how recently

did you run a training session or provide one-on-one assistance to help your clients maximise their use

of the Web?

There are many opportunities in the information space for librarians to make a difference in their

organisation. E-mail, for example, has become the dominant form of business communication. A recent

International study of workplace communications reports that the average Australian manager spends

122 minutes per day on e-mail, second only to Singapore. Almost eighty per cent of respondents said

their e-mail usage had risen in the past twelve months. Almost eighty-five per cent agreed that e-mail

Improved organisational communication. [IBJ Nevertheless e-mail has become a bind for many busy

executives. Have you considered involvement in training your users to manage their e-mail information

efficiently?

Information is growing exponentially. For example The Sunday New York Times contains more factual

information in one edition than all the written material available to a reader in the fifteenth century.f 14]
A recent study by Hal Varian and Peter Lyman of Berkeley found that the world's total yearly production
of print, film, optical, and magnetic content requires approximately 1.5 billion gigabytes of storage. This
is the equivalent of 250 megabytes per person for each man, woman, and child on earth. ]15]

Davenport and Beck (2001) Identify info-stress as the psychological impact of being overwhelmed by the
imbalance of information over our available attention. Quoting a 1998 Institute for the Future study,
they note that seventy-one per cent of office workers in a 200 message per day environment felt
overwhelmed by the volume of information.1161 Davenport and Beck also forecast a rise in personal
information assistants to help eliminate drains on knowledge workers' attention. Maybe that is role for
you.

Australia as a knowledge nation

Most commentators agree that Australia's future depends on a strong underpinning of knowledge assets.
A recent academic report entitled Austraiia as a Knowiedge Nationl 17] found that Australia has fallen
behind most of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries in our
investment in knowledge. The report examines three areas that comprise the OECD investment in
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knowledge index. They are education, research and development, and information and communications
technoiogies. Considine et ai (2001) found that:

In spite of the Importance of the information industries, and their strong growth globally,
employment in Australia in these industries has barely increased at all since 1995-6, and
employment in ICT specialist businesses has fallen.flSI

Obviousiy Austraiia's viability into the future is much more significant than the special library community.
However the need for information skilis wiii be determined greatly by the focus of our economy. A
knowledge nation wiii require savvy information workers.

Our E-future

The Year 2000 wiii be remembered not so much for the Y2K bug that we all survived but for the 'tech
wreck' of Aprii 2000. The NASDAQ fell forty per cent and new capital declined when growth rates and
saies forecasts for many dot.coms failed.[191 Since that experience, trading has become more
circumspect and the business rules of the 'old economy' have been revived. According to Kanter's latest
offering:

Many peopie in many companies want 'the' answer - the simpie thing to do. But the internet
doesn't give you one answer, it gives you many... E-business wiii simply become business, e-
commerce will become just another one of many ways to buy and sell, e-learning will enhance but
not replace classrooms, and e-culture will simply be the culture of tomorrow. Electronic
communication wiii connect people on the other side of the world, or it will facilitate the work of
people a few steps away. 1201

Our future will definitely be significantly electronic. Further, Evans and Wurster (2000) contend that
every business is already an information business. They highlight that in many businesses, information
plays a surprisingly critical role. For example one third of the $US 350 billion US health care industry is
devoted to capturing, storing and retrieving information. Evans and Wurster posit that health care is
actually a bigger information industry than the information industry! [211

The World Wide Web has been singly the most pervasive technology to emerge in my lifetime. However
before you get too settled, an emerging successor to the web, the Semantic Web is on the horizon.
According to Tim Berners-Lee the father of the Web, it is likely to 'change the very nature of how
scientific knowledge is produced and shared in ways that we can now hardly imagine'. [221

He contends that new markup languages wiii be found by newer and better search engines. Users wiii be
able to issue significantly more precise queries. Experimental results will be published on the web

outside the context of the current research paper. He suggests that:

The very notion of a journal of medicine separate from a journal of bioinformatics, separate from

the writings of physicists, chemists, psychologists and even kindergarten teachers, will someday
become as out of date as the print journal is coming to our graduate students.

Conclusion

How shall we approach this future? I find the second verse of Rosabeth Moss Kanter's Evolve! - The Song
amusing but thought provoking:

Putting lipstick on a bulldog won't transform enough
Makeup can't hide everything; change takes deeper stuff.
Shift the mood, adjust your attitude, before you go online;
Find new habits of mind, don't just dwell on what's behind.

Don't be trapped by old divisions, on a patch of tiny turf,
That means settling for less - there's more you could be worth.
Think big! Think bold! Think of new things to create.
First-rate prizes go to leaders who can innovate.1231
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How prepared will you be for the future? What value will you add in your organisation? Can you survive
and do you reaiiy want to? Wili our special library past and present be legacies or provide a soiid
foundation?

Let us face the future with the energy, enthusiasm and imagination of Lesle Symes.
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FROM THE COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANiZATl

314 ALBERT STREET, EAST MELBOURNE

'NFORMATION FOR THE
yi

FOR RELEASE to MORNI^I^G" PAPERg^w^Sf
published on Friday, 17th-l3.wemb^^ ̂ ^5k

RETIREMENT OF MISS E« L„ ARCHER, CHIEF LIBRARIAN OF

C.S. I.R. 0.

Miss Eo L. Archer, M Sc, , retires today (17th December,
195U) from her position as Chief Librarian of the G,S,I.R, 0.

Miss Archer has been on the staff of C,S„I.R, 0. and
its two predecessors (the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research and the Institute of Science and Industry) from the
earliest years of their formation, and has had a longer
association with these establishments than any other member of the
staff.

Miss Archer has built up the library system of the
Organization over a period of 30 years, and her responsibility
extends beyond the management of the library at Head Office to
include the supervision of over 30 Divisional and Sectional
libraries distributed through every State of the Commonwealth.

Miss Archer has been a tireless worker in the
interests of librarians and has done much to raise their status
in Australia and to gain recognition for library work as a
specialist profession.

She has been on both the Council and the Board of
of Examination and Certification of the Victorian Branch of the
Australian Institute of Librarians since 1937, was elected
President of the Victorian Branch in 19i|.5 and became the first
woman Federal President of the Institute in 19^8.

She was for a number of years the Australian
representative on the International Committee of Agricultural
Librarians at Rome founded on the occasion of the First
International Congress of the Agricultural Press,

Miss Archer was born in Melbourne. She was educated
at the Church of England Girls Grammar School^ Melhournej and
obtained from the University of Melbourne the Master of Science
Degree with Final Honours in Botany.

She was engaged on the staff of the University for some
years, lecturing in Botany at Trinity College.

In 1921 Miss Archer was appointed as Secretary of the
Seed Improvement Committee of the newly formed Institute for
Science and Industry,

T  Archer was appointed Librarian for the
A  - Industry, and became Chief Librarian ofhe Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (the

successor to the Institute) when it was formed in I926.

nna +>,,=, Archer paid an extended visit to Europe
mSth^SS studying scientific libraries and modern
ConfeSncP .^'^"^inistration. She also attended the
Bureaux held nt Special Libraries and Information
sneJiS'stitJJ nr Oxford. Miss Archei-made a
introduced +hiQ • P ® Universal Decimal Classification and"introduced this into C.S.I.R. libraries on her return to Auat^-euUaT'

FURTHER INFORMATION FROM: F, G. NICHOLLS, SECRETARY. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, C.S.I.R.O. TELEPHONE: JA 6611 (HOME HAW- 21531
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DR. BASTOW:

As a result of our talk last night, I drew up the attached rough

diagram. V7ill it be useful as a basis for future discussions between us?

The bone of contention between us is likely to be the position of

Chief Librarian. I feel it should go to the best Librarian available regardless

of sex, and that is going to make a veiy difficult salary problem. I feel it will

be necessaiy for all those in the professional gradings to be able to feel they

are potential Chiefs - onOy in this way can we expect to attract the best types of

men and women.

Also if you get to the stage of putting the scheme to the full Executive

and they accept it with the proviso that the Chief's position must be filled by a

man 3''ou are going to be in awful difficulties with me. I do not think I am

really much good at taking a back seat. also would be rather unhappy if you

made me feel that you were just waiting until I retired before you could

reorganise the way you wanted to. All very difficult, isn't it?

However, I am very much in favour of Information Officers being Library

staff and some, if not all, of fully trained Librarians being able to be promoted

to Senior Information Officer positions.

E.A.

15.12.49

CGFiED FR.OM

CSIRO ARCMIVES

SERIES..,I  SERIE

j  ITEM..
tea- • ir --1117



FROM THE COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND MDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

314 ALBERT STREET, EAST MELBOURNE

tTsIFORMATION FOR THE PRESS

FOR RELEASE to MORNING PAPERS

published on Friday 17th December, 1954

RETIREMENT OP MISS E. L, AEGHER, CHIEF LIBRARIAN OF

C.S. I.R. 0.

Miss E, L. Archer, M Sc., retires today (17th December,
195U-) from her position as Chief Librarian of the C.S.I.R, 0.

Miss Archer has been on the staff of CoS„I,R, 0. and
its two predecessors (the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research and the Institute of Science and Industry) from the
earliest years of their formation, and has had a longer
association with these establishments than any other member of the
staff.

Miss Archer has built up the library system of the
Organization over a period of 30 years, and her responsibility
extends beyond the management of the library at Head Office to
include the supervision of over 30 Divisional and Sectional
libraries distributed through every State of the Commonwealth.

Miss Archer has been a tireless worker in the
interests of librarians and has done much to raise their status
in Australia and to gain recognition for library work as a
specialist profession.

She has been on both the Council and the Board of
of Examination and Certification of the Victorian Branch of the
Australian Institute of Librarians since 1937, was elected
President of the Victorian Branch in 19^5 and became the first
woman Federal President of the Institute in 1 9i|.8.

She was for a number of years the Australian
representative on the International Committee of Agricultural
Librarians at Rome founded on the occasion of the First
International Congress of the Agricultural Press,

Miss Archer was born in Melbourne. She was educated
at the Church of England Girls Grammar School, Melbourne, and
obtained from the University of Melbourne the Master of Science
Degree with Final Honours in Botany.

She was engaged on the staff of the University for some
years, lecturing in Botany at Trinity College.

1921 Miss Archer was appointed as Secretary of the
Seed Improvement Committee of the newly formed Institute for
Science and Industry,

4. • 4. 4. Miss Archer was appointed Librarian for theInstitute of Science and Industry, and became Chief Librarian of
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (the
successor to the Institute) when it was formed in I926.

•  "1936, Miss Archer paid an extended visit to Europe
j  United Kingdom, studying scientific libraries and modernmethods of special library administration. She also attended the

Conference of the Association of Special Libraries and Information
Bureaux, ̂ Id at Balliol College, Oxford, Miss Archar made a

Universal Decimal Classification aiKT*
introduced this into C.S, I.R, libraries on her return to AuaK^j^edaa.

FURTHER INFORMATION FROM: F. G, NICHOLLS, SECRETARY, GENERAL ADMINISTRATION, C.S.I.R.O. TELEPHONE: JA 6611 (HOME HAW. 2153)
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CENTRAL INFORMATION. LIBRARY AND EDITORIAL SECTION

314 ALBERT STREET, P.O. BOX 89. EAST MELBOURNE. VIC. 3002 TELEPHONE 419 1333 TELEGRAMS CORESEARCH MELBOURNE

PHDilp

July 3, 1979

Mr. Colin Smith

CSIRO

Head Office

P O Box 225

DICKSON, A.C.T. 2602

Dear Colin,

Many thanks for your letter of June 27. I am glad you are
happy about the situation relating to the CSIRO Index.

I shall be more than happy to try to establish whether there
are any personal papers of Eleanor Archer and Lewis Lewis
which mi^ht be relevant to CSIRO.

/■/

I will/hope to be in touch with you again before too long.

Your^ sincerely.

P H—fJawe
CHIEF LIBRARIAN

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZa\TION, AUSTRALIA
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CSIRO

LIMESTONE AVE.. CANBERRA, P.O. BOX 225. DICKSON, A.C.T 2602 TEL. 48 4211 TELEGRAMS COPESEAPCH CANBEPPA

27 June 1979

Mr Peter H. Dawe

Chief Librarian

GILES

314 Albert Street

EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Dear Peter,

Thanks for your note of 30 May about CSIRO Index including
ephemeral serials and the like. I am very pleased about this,
as it relieves me of an extra burden I can do without. Henceforth,

I shall confine myself to drawing such material to Bob Croll's
attention (as I am already doing when 1 come across scientific
publications that don't appear to be in the Index).

Peter Judge suggested that you might be able to do
something for me. It occurred to us that there might be personal
papers relevant to CSIRO, in the estates of two important
former officers who have recently died (both, 1 believe, in
Melbourne), Eleanor Archer and Lewis Lewis.

1 don't want you to go out of your way over this, but
would you mind, perhaps, looking out for any opportunity to
suggest deposit of such material in CSIRO Archives?

Yours sincerely.

Colin Smith

Archivist

kpc

COMMONWEALTH SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH ORGANIZATION. AUSTRALIA
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^ CSIRO
PO BOX 225. OICKSON. ACT 2602. TELEPHONE <18 4621

THE CHAIRMAN 4 May, 1979

Mrs. Helen McCallum,
216 Mount Pleasant Road,
HIGHTON. VIC. 3216

Dear Mrs. McCallum,

It was with the greatest sorrow that I heard
the news of Ellinor Archer's death this afternoon. I hasten
to express my deep sympathy to you at this moment of your
loss.

It would be very difficult to measure the
contribution that Miss Archer made to the Library and
Information Services of CSIRO. She was the architect of
the network which has so successfully served the needs, not
only of CSIRO, but for many years of the entire Australian
scientific community. In particular, the efforts that she
made to bring together the co-operative activities of
Australian libraries has enabled the best use of these scarce
resources at a time when Australian science has been expanded
and the demands on its resources increasing.

It would be no exa^ration that her passing marks
the end of an era, and the system she started has been able to
expand and develop so successfully is an indication of the
solid foundations she laid on which her successors have built.

Yours sincerely.

J.P. Wild


